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BRINGING WALL STREET TO MAIN STREET
Independent Solutions Wealth
Management, LLC delivers niche
expertise and high-quality investment
options to advisors and clients
throughout the country.
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hat began as an opportunity to
address a previously untapped
niche in the radio market—how politics
affect money; what tax cuts mean to
the individual investor; the impact of
regulations on corporate returns—has
helped Independent Solutions Wealth
Management’s Glenn Wiggle, founder,
partner, CCO; Michael Lomas, founder,
partner, president; and Dan Neiman,
partner, CIO, transform their business
into a top-tier Registered Investment
Advisory serving nearly 500 client
families and supporting 40 financial
advisors in more than 30 states.
Today, the radio show that started it all,
The Financial Guys, is still going strong
and is syndicated in several markets. In
its 20th year of production, it’s affording
its hosts (and other team members) the
opportunity to spread their brand through
high-profile appearances on both cable
and network financial programs while
bringing their 40,000-foot view to clients
who might not otherwise have access to
such high-level thought leadership.
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STRATEGIC ASSET ALLOCATION

retirement, insurance, and legacy planning)
to clients from diverse backgrounds and
life experiences, including individuals,
families, and businesses.
“Ultimately, most of our clients are
financially conservative,” says Wiggle.
“For them, strategic asset allocation is
typically the best option and the one upon
which we base our wealth management
business.”
Strategic asset allocation is a traditional
approach to building a portfolio in which
wealth is invested in broad categories, such
as stocks or bonds. Once allocations have
been assigned, they typically remain in
place for many years.
“The success of strategic asset allocation
lies in the theory that markets are generally
efficient. Rather than trying to ‘bet’ on the
direction things will go, static allocations
take advantage of such efficiencies. It’s
an approach that helps investors avoid
making short-term, emotional decisions
based on market events,” Lomas explains.
“Tactical asset allocations, however—in
which portfolios are rebalanced in response
to market events—will eventually fall
victim to corrections.”

With Independent Solutions Wealth
Management (ISWM), Wiggle, Lomas,
and Neiman have built a fiduciary-based
financial services team that provides
fee-based asset management (as well as

ISWM’s investment committee leverages
the collaboration of individuals with a
combined industry experience of 175

years. Led by Neiman, the committee
consists of Chartered Financial Analysts
and advisors who have institutional and
retail experience, including industry
veteran John Thur and tech guru Paul
Meeks, who together bring more than
70 years of chartered and institutional
expertise to the team.
“In addition to their best-in-breed
mutual fund allocation portfolios and
the unrivaled levels of professionalism
and trust our team members deliver, each
also run unique and focused individual
equity portfolios,” says Wiggle. “We
currently maintain eight separate stock
models in-house.”
The ISWM network of advisors, Lomas
notes, uses ETF or mutual funds as the
core of each client portfolio, taking into
consideration core, long-term, and shortterm needs.
“Our preferred strategy and unquestionable expertise—along with our media and
thought leadership prominence—deliver a
clear benefit to clients and advisors alike,”
he concludes. “It also helps us deliver a little
bit of Wall Street savvy to Main Street.”
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